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The paintings that make up Ryoko Kaneta’s ‘Through the Seasons’ are imbued with powerful feminine imagery and
meditate on the transient cycles of life. Since antiquity, Japanese culture has celebrated the beauty and evanescence
of the seasons, and considered God to dwell in all things. Inspired by this philosophy, and pre 19th century Japanese
paintings, Kaneta constructs melancholic images that capture seasonal change exquisitely.
Additionally, Kaneta is influenced by the images of anime and manga she consumed as a young child. Her approach to
design and her painterly aesthetics are permeated by these themes. With the feeling that nature is closely tied to
typically feminine attributes, and ones that she recognizes in herself, Kaneta paints female figures. The females in the
paintings personify natural phenomena and take the role of storytellers, articulating Japanese folklore with emotion
and intent. They transgress time and are representative of different cycles of life. The Rinpa School similarly had a
tendency toward nature and drew heavily from ancient Japanese literature. This influence is recognizable in Kaneta’s
artworks as she successfully depicts multiple seasons in one painting and candidly conveys the human experience.
Some of the landscapes that are illustrated in ‘Through the Seasons’ are places once visited by the artist herself, yet
others are ones realized in Kaneta’s imagination. Resultantly, the paintings are infused with the feelings inflicted in
Kaneta upon experiencing these dynamic sceneries, as well as visualizations of the surreal. Ryoko Kaneta’s works are
celebratory and pay generous homage to the artist’s homeland and her further travels.

Through The Seasons, 2020
Acrylic on canvas
97 x 194 cm

Halo, 2020
Acrylic on canvas
36.4 x 51.5 cm

Circumhorizon Arc, 2020
Acrylic on canvas
36.4 x 51.5 cm

Winty Blasts, 2020
Acrylic on canvas
60.6 x 80.3 cm

IceCloud, 2020
Acrylic on canvas
60.6 x 80.3 cm

Takachiho, 2020
Acrylic on canvas
72.7 x 116.7 cm

Flower Rain, 2020
Acrylic on canvas
60.6 x 80.3 cm

Summer Night, 2020
Acrylic on canvas
60.6 x 80.3 cm

Hanabi-Yama, 2020
Acrylic on canvas
72.7 x 116.7 cm

Protect From Misfortune, 2020
Acrylic on canvas
72.7 x 116.7 cm

Looking At Many Summers
And Winters, 2014
Acrylic on canvas
194 x 390 cm

Bring Good Fortune, 2020
Acrylic on canvas
72.7 x 116.7 cm

ABOUT THE ARTIST
Ryoko Kaneta is a Tokyo based artist born in 1991 in Ibaraki, Japan. She graduated from the Yokohama college of Art and
Design in 2014 and has since exhibited her work in both solo and group exhibitions in Japan, Hong Kong, Thailand and
Australia. Like many of her peers, Kaneta grew up gaming and subsequently consuming images of anime and manga. This
led Kaneta to host multiple group exhibitions, under the title ‘199X.’ These shows feature the work of artists, including
Kaneta, who were born in the 90’s and grew up surrounded by Japanese manga. With a keen and developing interest in art,
she also enjoyed and continues to appreciate perusing examples of pre 19th century Japanese paintings and literature.
Echoing both of these cultural movements, Ryoko Kaneta’s artworks are rooted in history and Japanese tradition yet take
ephemeral form, appearing as phenomena.
Drawing influence from her homeland’s natural beauty, as well as its rich cultural antiquity, Kaneta takes a traditional
approach to Art making. She utilized personification as a tool for expression in her artwork early on in her creative career,
and it has since developed extensively. Kaneta’s paintings exist as transitional narratives, telling folk tales and ancient
Japanese chronicles. Feminine figures emerge delicately from the canvas, embodying nature season by season. One might
fail to define the boundary between the elements and the bodies present in the scene. Yet, by applying sensitive fading
techniques Kaneta seamlessly intertwines all elements of her paintings without concealing a discernable and distinct image.
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In an attempt to transpose the gender inequality that continues to persist in the art world, Four You gallery exclusively
showcases the work of female artists. Four You Gallery is a travelling venue-by-appointment that showcases contemporary art. It offers female artists a global audience, whilst allowing art enthusiasts to discover thoughtfully curated artworks
produced by international talents.
Apparent is the lack of representation of female artists in galleries, as well as the exclusion of women from the mainstream
art market. Four You gallery intends to provide a platform for the overlooked; offering a space that encourages cross-discipline dialogue led solely by women aiming to inflict change. Dedicated to the artist and regardless of their nationality,
medium, or career-status, Four You hopes to celebrate, support and empower.
Curated for you – whether a casual enthusiast or passionate collector – we carefully select artists with distinct and bold
styles. We wish to captivate and inspire, by casting the spotlight on stimulating women in art.

info@fouryougallery.com
www.fouryougallery.com
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